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Being Human

A Course in Biblical Anthropology, or Christian Ethics as Good News

Study Drawing for Morning Sun, Edward Hopper (1952)



Being Human

A Course in Biblical Anthropology, or Christian Ethics as Good News

1. Mysterium Trinitatis:  The Trinity 

• Covenantal Relationship and Seeking the Face of God 
2. Ecce Homo:  Incarnation


• The meaning of embodied existence 
3. Creatio Ex Nihilo:  The Meaning of Creation


• Gratitude, Boredom, and Technology 
4. Homo Adorans:  The Chief End of Man


• Beauty and Desire



Being Human

A Course in Biblical Anthropology, or Christian Ethics as Good News

5. Imago Dei 1:  Humanity as Representative of God


• Vocation, Work, and Rest 
6. Imago Dei 2:  Humanity as Representational of God


• Sex, Marriage, and Friendship 
7. The Church


• Service and Authority 
8. Resurrection


• Politics, Cultural Engagement, and Loving the City



Creatio ex Nihilo:  The Meaning of Creation

Seated Giant, Francisco Goya (1818)

• Not primarily about faith v. science, 
creation v. evolution, etc.


• Instead, our focus is on what it means to 
say that we are created.


• Our question is not “How and when did 
this all get started?”


• Instead, we ask, “Why is there 
something rather than nothing?”


• We’re not primarily against evolutionary 
theory, but a “technological” view of the 
world - which thinks of it as bare, inert 
matter, a standing reserve waiting for us 
to give it meaning.



Creation v. Technopoly

Things have natures

Creational View Technological View

This determines how they 
ought to be used…

…in the service of properly-
ordered desire.

We have desires

We use things to satisfy 
those desires…

…and imagine that this 
determines their nature.



How (Not) To Be a Creature
• The character of Judge Holden exemplifies this 

technological point of view:


“Whatever in creation exists without my 
knowledge exists without my consent. … Only 
nature can enslave man and only when the 
existence of each last entity is routed out and 
made to stand naked before him will he be 
properly suzerain of the earth. …


“This is my claim… And yet everywhere upon it 
are pockets of autonomous life.  Autonomous.  
In order for it to be mine nothing must be 
permitted to occur upon it save by my 
dispensation.” 


- p. 207



The Goodness of the Created World

• As created - limited, temporal, finite


• We’ll turn first to what the bible has to say about creation.


• We’ll then consider how Christian theology has understood the notion of creatio 
ex nihilo, or creation from nothing.


• Finally, we’ll turn to implications:  gratitude, boredom, and technology.



Major Sources for Today’s Class

Bruce Waltke, OT Scholar


“Genesis”

“Old Testament Theology”

Bernard Bell, 

Peninsula Bible Church Cupertino

Simon Oliver, 

Durham University


“Creation:  A Guide for the 

Perplexed”



Shameless Promotional Slide

Thursday, April 26, 7:00pm

CTK Cambridge

“Creation, Modernity, and Public Theology”



Genesis 1 - Context

• To whom was this narrative written?  To the nation of Israel, traveling in 
the wilderness following the Exodus, en route from one pagan and 
polytheistic culture (Egypt) to another (Canaan).  What are the 
characteristics of these cultures?


• A pantheon of gods, supreme in varied and competing spheres


• The divine is subject to human manipulation


• Violence is basic:  conflict figures heavily in other ANE cosmogonies


• Humankind is often accidental or created to do the gods’ “dirty work”



Genesis 1 - Highlights

• In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was 
without form and void, and darkness was over the face of the deep. And 
the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters. …


• And God said… (10 times)


• And God separated…


• And God saw that it was good…. (7 times)


• “Let there be…”/“Let the earth bring forth…” (8 times)


• “And there was evening and there was morning…” (6 times)



Genesis 1 - Patterns

Day Creative Acts Realm Formation Differentiation
1 1 Heavens Light Light from Darkness

2 1 Waters Expanse Water above from Water 
below

3 2 Land Dry ground 
and Vegetation Sea from Land

Day Creative Acts Realm Filling Contents
4 1 Heavens The Heavens Son, Moon, Stars

5 1 Waters Sky and Sea Sea Creatures, Birds

6 2 Land Land Animals, Mankind



Genesis 1 - Breaks in the Patterns

• The creation of humanity stands out as unique:


• Divine deliberation rather than fiat:  'Let us make...' rather than 'Let there 
be...'


• The verb used here is 'created' (Heb. bara') rather than 'made' (Heb. 
'asa).


• 'In our image, after our likeness' rather than 'according to its kind’ [more 
on this in weeks 4-5]


• God speaks to man, initiating a covenant with him.


• Man is blessed (= endued with the power for fulfillment) and given 
dominion far beyond what is expected.



Genesis 1 - The Seventh Day
And on the seventh day God finished his work that he had done, and he rested 
on the seventh day from all his work that he had done. So God blessed the 
seventh day and made it holy, because on it God rested from all his work that 
he had done in creation. (Genesis 2:2-3)


• On the seventh day God does four things:


• Finished


• Rested


• Blessed


• Sanctified


• More on this in Week 4…
Cityscape #1, Richard Diebenkorn (1963)



Genesis 1 - Lessons

• “The gods” dismissed - sun, moon, stars, river, water are not gods but 
creations, spoken into existence by God and subject to His will.


• No violence basic to reality


• God is not subject to human manipulation:  He is Lord over all


• Humanity is not an accident:  created with a purpose, dependent on 
God for blessing/success


• Creation has a purpose:  a cosmic temple, the meeting of Heaven and 
Earth



What about Creation from nothing?

• Creatio ex nihilo is central to the Christian understanding of creation


• “...God is not to be likened, let us say, to a potter who makes a pot from 
the clay which is to hand; he is, rather, like one who makes both the 
clay and the pot. This teaching, which baffles understanding and is 
often rejected because there is no analogy to it in human experience, 
must be understood as an interpretation and summary of scripture’s 
witness to God as a whole…” - Colin Gunton, The Christian Faith 

• Genesis 1 appears to depict God as ordering pre-existent matter, and 
like “trinity” the phrase does not appear in the bible.



What about Creation from nothing?

• Some early Christians rejected it - Justin Martyr agreed with Plato’s 
account in the Timaeus that has God forming the universe out of pre-
existing matter (even though Plato stole that from Moses!)


• But the doctrine is very early - found in the writings of Irenaeus (2nd c.) 
and Tertullian (2nd/3rd c.)


• “God brought everything into being out of what does not exist, so that 
his greatness might be known and understood through his works.” - 
Theophilus of Antioch, ca. 180


• So does the doctrine have biblical support?



What about Creation from nothing?

• By the word of the LORD the heavens were made, and by the breath of his 
mouth all their host. - Psalm 33:6


• Let [sun, moon, stars, the heavens, waters above and below] praise the name 
of the LORD! For he commanded and they were created. - Psalm 148:5


• All things were made through him, and without him was not any thing made 
that was made. - John 1:3


• For by him all things were created, in heaven and on earth, visible and 
invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities—all things were 
created through him and for him. And he is before all things, and in him all 
things hold together. - Colossians 1:16-17


• By faith we understand that the universe was created by the word of God, so 
that what is seen was not made out of things that are visible. - Hebrews 11:3



What about Creation from nothing?

• Like Trinity and the Incarnation, creatio ex nihilo develops out of the 
question - what must be true in order that we may be saved?


• “Neither the nature of any created thing,… nor the weakness of the 
flesh, can prevail against the will of God.  For God is not subject to 
created things, but created things to God; and all things yield obedience 
to his will.” - Irenaeus, Against Heresies 5.5.2. 


• “If God is to be confessed as Lord without qualification, then everything 
that is not God must depend on God for its existence without 
qualification.  Otherwise, whatever realities existed independently of 
God would constitute a limit on God’s ability to realize God’s will in 
creation, in the same way that the properties of wood constrain the 
creative possibilities open to the carpenter.” - Ian McFarland, From 
Nothing



Creatio ex nihilo

• Creation had a beginning.


• It does not involve motion or change


• “Without esse there is nothing, not even a receiving subject. … [T]he receiving 
subject must come into being at the same time as the being that is received. 
… [O]ne cannot tacitly presuppose a (possible) essence in the creature, which 
is subsequently constituted into a relation with God as origin of being and is 
actualized in this respect. Creating does not simply mean the actualization 
of a possibility; creation denotes the origin of things according to their entire 
being…” - Rudi te Velde, Participation and Substantiality in Thomas Aquinas, 
87, 91.



Creatio ex nihilo

• Creation is radically contingent, that is, not in any way necessary.


• In itself, creation is nothing


• This indicates both the ultimate poverty of creation (it cannot ground or cause 
itself) and its ultimate worth (though He need not have done so, God chose to 
create)


• Creation and providence:  God not only originates but sustains all things.


• God chooses to give that which is not God; he gives otherness as a gift.



Creatio ex nihilo
• Creation is radically contingent, that is, not in any way necessary.


• “It is not in spite of its ontological dependence that the creature is really 
something, since if it is something it is so precisely in virtue of this 
dependence… [I]t is only in God that we have life, movement, and being, but, 
then, in Him we really have them.” - Etienne Gilson, The Spirit of Medieval 
Philosophy, 130


• “Created things do indeed have being. They are not nothing, but participate in 
the good of being. … By the work of divine love, finite things come to share in 
the universal good of being, but only in a finite manner, and only as they 
standing relation to the creator God, the source of being.  This relation 
constitutes creatures [note:  it does not constitute God!!!].” - John Webster, 
“Love is Also a Lover of Life,” Modern Theology, April 2013



Creatio ex nihilo

• Lawrence Krauss on The Colbert Report • “Dialogue with Richard 
Dawkins, Rowan Williams 
and Anthony Kenny” on 
YouTube - 90 minute 
debate held at Oxford in 
February 2012 on "The 
nature of human beings 
and the question of their 
ultimate origin"



Creatio ex nihilo
• Secondary Causes


• “Let the earth bring forth…”


• WCF 3.1: God, from all eternity, did, by the most wise and holy counsel of 
his own will, freely, and unchangeably ordain whatsoever comes to pass: yet 
so, as thereby neither is God the author of sin, nor is violence offered to the 
will of the creatures; nor is the liberty or contingency of second causes taken 
away, but rather established. (cf. WCF 5.2-4)


• God’s sovereignty, man’s dependence on God’s blessing, do not place God 
and humanity in “causal competition.”  


• “Thus, far from thinking that works produced by man’s own talent and 
energy are in opposition to God’s power, and that the rational creature exists 
as a kind of rival to the Creator, Christians are convinced that the triumphs of 
the human are are a sign of God’s grace and the flowering of His own 
mysterious design.” - Gaudium et Spes, 34



Creatio ex nihilo

“Perfect power does not absorb, exclude or overwhelm and dispossess other 
dependent powers and agents, but precisely the opposite: omnipotent power 
creates and perfects creaturely capacity and movement. …  what God in his 
perfect wisdom, power and goodness causes is creatures who are themselves 
causes. The idea whose spell must be broken is that God is a supremely forceful 
agent in the same order of being as creatures, acting upon them and so 
depriving them of movement.” - John Webster, “Love is Also a Lover of Life,” 
Modern Theology, April 2013



Creatio ex nihilo

“…we trace everything that possesses something by sharing, as to its source 
and cause, to what possesses that thing essentially.  … But… God is his very 
existing.  And so existing belongs to him by his essence, and existing belongs to 
other things by participation.  For the essence of everything else is not its 
existing, since there can be only one existing that is absolutely and intrinsically 
subsisting. …” 


- Thomas Aquinas, Compendium of Theology, Section 68


• Participation does not dissolve, but establishes, the line between Creator and 
creature.


• God is unique in that He exists essentially, necessarily


• Fourth Lateran Council, 1215:  “One cannot note any similarity between creator 
and creature, however great, without being compelled to observe an ever 
greater dissimilarity between them.”



Creation’s Ends

• Disclaimer:  “Creation’s Ends” is the title of a forthcoming book by my advisor…


• Creation has ends, a purpose


• We sometimes refer to this as teleology


• If creation is radically contingent, then not only what exists but why it exists, 
what it is for, is given.


• This isn’t quite the same as an intelligent design argument.


• Rather, we’re trying to read Book of Nature through the Book of Scripture, in 
order to learn about God our creator, in order better to understand our own ends.



Creation’s Ends
He gives snow like wool;

	 	 he scatters frost like ashes.

	 He hurls down his crystals of ice like crumbs;

	 	 who can stand before his cold?

	 He sends out his word, and melts them;

	 	 he makes his wind blow and the waters flow. - Psalm 147:16–18

He answered them, “When it is 
evening, you say, ‘It will be fair 
weather, for the sky is red.’ And in 
the morning, ‘It will be stormy today, 
for the sky is red and threatening.’ 
You know how to interpret the 
appearance of the sky, but you 
cannot interpret the signs of the 
times. - Matthew 16:2–3



Creation’s Ends
• An “anthropogenic” universe - one that has produced consciousness, even joy


“The existence of consciousness is both one of the most familiar and one of the 
most astounding things about the world. No conception of the natural order that 
does not reveal it as something to be expected can aspire even to the outline of 
completeness. And if physical science, whatever it may have to say about the 
origin of life, leaves us necessarily in the dark about consciousness, that shows 
that it cannot provide the basic form of intelligibility for this world. There must be 
a very different way in which things as they are make sense, and that includes 
the physical world, since the problem cannot be quarantined in the mind.” 


- Thomas Nagel, Mind and Cosmos



Creation Without Ends

• Modern science becomes very suspicious of teleology, beginning in about the 
16th century (e.g. Francis Bacon)


• This is fine, even good, for science


• Scientism is the problem:  methodological naturalism becomes philosophical 
naturalism.


• What happens when we begin to do not only science, but all of life, as though 
creation has no purpose?


• We begin to treat creation and everything in it (including ourselves) as a neutral 
standing reserve, without meaning until we give it one.



Creation Without Ends

"There is something which unites magic and applied science while separating 
both from the ‘wisdom’ of earlier ages. For the wise men of old the cardinal 
problem had been how to conform the soul to reality, and the solution had 
been knowledge, self-discipline, and virtue. For magic and applied science 
alike the problem is how to subdue reality to the wishes of men: the solution is 
a technique: and both, in the practice of this technique, are ready to do things 
hitherto regarded as disgusting and impious.”


- C.S. Lewis, The Abolition of Man



Creation Without Ends

“When every activity is understood as making, then every situation into 
which we act is seen as a raw material, waiting to have something made 
out of it.  If there is no category in thought for an action which not 
artifactual, then there is no restraint in action which can preserve 
phenomena which are not artificial.”


- Oliver O’Donovan, 

Begotten or Made? 



Creation Without Ends

“It is in Man’s power to treat himself as a mere ‘natural object’ and his 
own judgments of value as raw material for scientific manipulation to alter 
at will. The objection to his doing so does not lie in the fact that this point 
of view (like one’s first day in a dissecting room) is painful and shocking 
till we grow used to it. The pain 
and the shock are at most a 
warning and a symptom. The 
real objection is that if man 
chooses to treat himself as raw 
material, raw material he will 
be: not raw material to be 
manipulated, as he fondly 
imagined, by himself, but by 
mere appetite.…”


- CS Lewis, The Abolition of 
Man Recovered Family Photo from the March 11, 2011 East Japan Tsunami



Creation Without Ends



Acedia and Technopoly

• Translated as sloth, but it is not the 
same as laziness.


• Acedia can manifest itself in frenetic 
activity


• Acedia is a refusal to take joy in the 
gift of creation - an insatiable 
discontentedness.



Acedia and Technopoly

• Frustration, disgust, and restlessness 
in the face of life as it has been given


•Aquinas later refers to acedia as a 
sadness at the divine good and an 
aversion to acting:  the slothful are 
saddened by the costs of 
commitment of friendship with God 
and man.



Acedia and Gratitude

• Acedia is something we dislike but which we choose, because if things are 
meaningless then we can do with them as we like.


• Acedia is in this sense a 
heresy:  declaring that 
God was wrong when He 
said the world was good.  
The slothful lack desire, 
adopting the disposition 
that nothing is worth 
desiring.


• Gratitude, instead, 
receives the world, as 
created, rather than 
insisting on creating one 
of its own.

The Ball, Félix Vallotton (1899, French)



“Perhaps the most important 
question I could ask my Christian 
friends who mistrust the Harry 
Potter books is this: is your 
concern about the portrayal of 
this imaginary magical technology 
matched by a concern for the 
effects of the technology that in 
our world displaced magic?”


- Alan Jacobs, “Harry Potter’s 
Magic,” First Things January 
2000, available at http://
www.firstthings.com/article/
2000/01/harry-potters-magic-28


